MotiveWave Software Releases Version 1.3 with Elliott Wave Scanner
TORONTO, ON – December 9, 2011 – MotiveWave Software, an up-and-coming provider
of charting, analysis and trading software, announced today the release of Version 1.3 of its
MotiveWave charting and trading platform, which includes an Elliott Wave Scanner and an
Elliott Wave Auto Analyze feature.
MotiveWave is a general charting, analysis and trading platform that also specializes in Elliott
Wave, Fibonacci, Gann and Gartley trading strategies. With Version 1.3, MotiveWave’s already
advanced Elliott Wave tools have been taken to the next level. Here’s an overview of the new
Elliott Wave features:


MotiveWave’s Elliott Wave Auto Analyze feature allows users to have Elliott Wave
patterns automatically plotted and decomposed on a chart over a given range of data
based on criteria chosen by the user.



The MotiveWave Elliott Wave Scanner allows users to scan for Elliott Wave patterns
across multiple symbols/instruments based on criteria chosen by the user and have the
Elliott Wave patterns automatically plotted and decomposed.

MotiveWave’s Version 1.3 also includes the ability to Import Data files in CSV format, the ability
to create custom trading hours, as well as many enhancements to existing features and the
addition of more supported data feeds and brokers.
"We always look for ways to make analysis and trading with MotiveWave as fast and as easy as
possible for our users. We’ve made some great advancements in Version 1.3 and have many
more planned in the near future,” said Tony Lindsay, Founder of MotiveWave Software.
MotiveWave can be used to trade any securities that your broker or data service supports.
These may include stocks, futures, options, equities and forex.
To get a full-access 14-Day free trial of MotiveWave, visit www.motivewave.com/free_trial.htm.

About MotiveWave Software
Founded in 2010, MotiveWave Software (www.MotiveWave.com) is quickly emerging as a
leading developer of easy-to-use high-performance charting and trading software for the
individual discretionary trader. Built with the individual trader in mind, the company's trading
platform, MotiveWave, provides advanced charting and market analysis that enables traders to
easily execute their trading decisions accurately and efficiently through its intuitive charts and
trading screens and order management capabilities.
Based in Toronto, ON, MotiveWave Software is continually invested in product development to
make MotiveWave the best charting, trading and Elliott Wave software available.
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